Editors from China, HKSARG, Japan, R.O.Korea, TCA, Vietnam, US and Unicode Consortium met during IRG#42. Representatives of SAT and an expert from UK attended the meetings. The editorial group discussed the following issues.

1. IRG PnP issues

References:
- IRGN1966 *Suggestion to establish rule sharing document of large file size* (Japan)
- IRGN2003 *Website for long IRG documents* (IRG Rapporteur), and feedbacks
- IRGN2004 *Issues Regarding the UNC Process* (Unicode)
- IRGN2006 *Document format/processing suggestions* (Ken Lunde), and feedbacks
- IRGN2016 *IRG Principles and Procedures Version 7draft 1*

The editorial group discussed IRGN 1966, IRGN2003, IRGN2004, IRGN2006 and their feedbacks then agreed to the following:

1) All static documents submitted after IRG#42 shall be in PDF form. For easy review across different platforms, the additional MS Word files are welcome to be submitted to the IRG Rapporteur.

2) All IRG large files shall be hosted on Google drive. For easy browsing and downloading in mainland of China, a mirror drive on www.360.cn is used.

3) The following sentences shall be added to IRG PnP for UNC submission at the corresponding location: “Evidence of current use
is not in and of itself evidence of urgent need. The type of use also needs to be taken into account. For example, requirements of government, industry, science, or scholarship would generally be taken as evidence of urgent need.”

4) Time table of IRG PnP:
   - 2014-06-19: IRG members’ chief editors give feedbacks to IRG Rapporteur
   - 2014-06-29, IRG Rapporteur produce the confirmed version for submission to WG2

2. UNC issues
References:
- IRGN1954R Proposal to Encode Chinese Characters Used for Transcribing Slavonic
- IRGN1988 Additional Request for the 3 China’s UNCs (China), and feedbacks
- IRGN2005 UTC/US Urgently-needed Character Submission (UTC)

The editorial group discussed IRGN1954R, IRGN1988, IRGN2005 and their feedbacks then agreed to the following:
1) The 3 UNCs in IRGN1988 are suggested to be encoded at the end of CJK block, i.e., U+9Fxx. Consequently, the related characters shall be moved out from CJK_F.
2) The characters in IRGN1945R and IRGN2005 can be proposed to WG2 as UNCs for consideration.

3. Dis-unification of U+4CA4
References:
- IRGN1967 Request to Dis-unify H-9D73 with GS-224D under the Encoded Character U+4CA4 (HKSAR)
- IRGN1989 A Reminder of IRGN1967 (HKSAR)

The editorial group decided to keep the simplified form of U+4CA4 at its current location and asked WG2 to assign another code point for the traditional form.

Note: Current shapes and code point is as below.

4CA4 鱼 195.10 鮭 鮭 GS-224D H-9D73

4. T glyph of U+8B04
References:
- IRGN1994 *Representative Glyph Error Report for U+8B04 T-Source* (Individual), and feedbacks

The editorial group reviewed IRGN1994 and its feedbacks, and agreed that TCA would submit a corrected font to UCS Project Editor during IRG#42.

Note: Current T shape is as below, the corrected shape will be similar to G and H shapes.
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5. Unification of U+2827C

References:
- IRGN2015 *U+2827C unification issue*

The editorial group reviewed IRGN2015 and decided to keep unification of T shape and H shape. It does not imply that 悚 and 悚 shall be unified as components, unless agreed by IRG in future.

Note: Current shapes are as below.
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6. UCV and NUC issues

References:
- IRGN1990 *IWDS UCV to be confirmed at IRG42*, and feedbacks
- IRGN1991 *IWDS New Version NUC to be confirmed at IRG42*, and feedbacks

The editorial group reviewed and discussed IRGN1990, IRGN1991 and their feedbacks. The editorial group asked Mr. Taichi Kawabata to correct the files and make additions as recorded in the 4 appendixes of IRGN2013. Examples from SuperCJK can be used as examples in IRG Working Documents series. The editorial group set time table as blow:

- 2014-06-27: Mr. Kawabata distributes revised UCV and NUC lists.
- 2014-07-18: IRG members’ chief editors give feedbacks.
- 2014-08-01: Mr. Kawabata distributes confirmed lists.
- 2014-10-03: Mr. Kawabata distributes new versions.
- 2014-11-01: IRG members’ chief editors give feedbacks.
7. Other issues

References:

- IRGN1983(WG2N4558R) Request of Changing One CJK_C Source and Glyph (China)
  IRG editorial group noted.
- IRGN1984 Annex S source separation example (TCA)
  IRG editorial group noted.
  IRG editorial group noted.
- IRGN2007 Possible Non-Cognate Unifications in CJK Compatibility Ideographs (Individuals)
  The editors will review it and give feedbacks by 2014-11-07.
- IRGN1986(WG2N4544) Representation of CJK ideograph glyphs (UCS Project Editor)
- IRGN2008 Concern on WG2 N4544 (Japan)
  IRGN1986 and IRGN 2008 will be further studied.

Appendix1: NUCV Review and discussion record
Appendix2: UCV Review and discussion record
Appendix3: NUCV New and discussion record
Appendix4: UCV New and discussion record
(Recorded by Mr. Toshiya Suzuki, Ms. Wei Lin-mei, Ms. Yam Po-king)